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COFFEE
FROM PAGE ONB
that restaurants are losing money,
on every cup
over spigot,
hand
rf coffee they

peddle.

Costs Up
“We get from 48 to 52 cups from
the increase for
every pound, so
mean too
doesn’t
each pound
much on each cup,” he said.
Cream

The Star is indebted to John
Browning, operator of the Cape
Fear Studio, for the photograph
of leading personalities attending the dedication of the City
Recreation Center, from which
the halftone on Page One of
Saturday’s issue was made.
Credit for the photo was inadvertantly omitted from the

caption.

MOR^ ABOUT
“But everything else is going p,
cream.
Take a beaker of
too.
If it’s honest to goodness coffee
FROM PAGE ONE
beaker full
little
that
cream,
costs two cents.
“There’s no bigger bargain in mind. The brass of the headlights
the country than the nickel cup and the leather and plush of the
seats delighted them. And the
of coffee.”
stentorian
Just to keep the record straight, horns, those old bold
the
with
“ah-oo-gah”
gadgets
added:
Cockrell
and the
buttons
down-pressure
“Of course, I never touch the
enchanted the
flared
speakers,
stuff myself. He, I’m a teahound.”
in a manner which
Burgawians
The nickel cup of coffee is not would have brought the red flush
universal but OPA officials say of
envy to the cheeks of the Pied
the great
that is the
price in
Piper of Hamlin, Pan, and Benny
majority of eateries. In some Goodman.
areas and in some swankier places
Yes, the Burgawians were thrilwas a dime
the price
already
led. They clapped their hands and
in
when OPA fixed prices early
all but one, and he was
smiled
the war, and the agency did not
riled.
require rollbacks.
He was so riled that he reversThe OPA official who' discussed the town’s invitation and inbrew
ed the cost outlook for the
vited the “Pathfinders” to go right
would not be quoted by name.
on
back to
Wilmington, where
’’you dern well belong with your
A
durn ol’
sputterin’ tinsmelly,
cans!
Acid

CAPE FEAR

—

Local Lady Spit

Liquids For
Up
Hours After Eating

UNFINE FETTLE

The riled
Burgawian ostensibly had a good
a
reason for extending the reverse
For hours after every meal,
Local lady used to spit up a invitation to the “Pathfinders.”
“Git our o’ here,” he soared.
strong, acidulous liquid mixed with
pieces of half-digested food. She “You’re disturbin’ by cows!”
she
true
Which was
says it was awful. At times
enough. The
would nearly strangle. She had Burgawian’s cows, usually so constomach bloat, daily headaches and tented with their peaceful Pender
constant irregular bowel action. county pasture, were in fine fetToday, this lady eats her meals and tle inded. One glance at the “Pathcars with their shocked
enjoys them. And she says the finders’
change is due to taking INNER- eyes, one whiff of the smoke and
AtD. Her food agrees with her,
fumes with their delicate nostrils,
No gas, bloat or spitting up after one sound of the muttering motors
of
headeating. She is also free
clutches
and clashing
on their
aches now, and bowels are regular; fragile ears,
the Pender
and
thanks to this Remarkable New
county cows began to behave like
Compound.
bulls driven out of a Mexican bull12
Great
INNER-AID contains
ring into a Cape Fear china shop.
Herbs; they cleanse bowels, clear
As far as we know, the story
gas from stomach, act on sluggish ends here. We
guess maybe the
liver and kidneys. Miserable peothat
"Pathfinders,”
gentlemen
ple soon feel different all over. So
the Burgaw
don’t go on suffering! Get INNER- they were, granted
farmer’s request and came back
AID. Sold by all drug stores.
to Wilmington.
What we’re wondering about is
whether that farmer ever got converted to the internal combustion
and
engine
bought himself a
tractor, and, if so, whether the
cows ever got contented again.
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Why suffer needlessly from backaches,
run-down foaling from excess acidity in
the urine? Just try DR. KILMER’S
SWAMP ROOT, the renowned herbal
SWAMP ROOT acts fast on the
dneys to promote the flow of urine and
relieve troublesome excess acidity. Originally created by n practising physician.
Dr. Kilmer's is a carefully blended combination of 16 herbs, roots, vegetables, balsams. Absolutely nothing harsh or habitforming in this pure, scientific preparation. Just good ingredients that auickly
net on the kidneys to increase the flow of
urine and ease the uncomfortable symptoms of bladder irritation.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY I
vlke thousands of others you’ll be glad
that you did. Send name and address to
Department B, Kilmer A Co., Inc., Boa
1255, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Sewd
et ence. All druggists sell Swung Reek

Equipment

and fire in the direction of the
crowd during the confusion following the explosion of the hand grenade.
Rifle fire also came from the
crowd, but it was believed no one
was struck by those bullets.
Six American Military policemen,
British ofone British soldier, one
Associated
American
an
ficer,
Press photographer and 12 civilians
were wounded by the hand grenade.
The photographer, Daniel Jacino,
was in the jeep, which was driven
by Gary Stindt, of Irvington, N. J.,
a newsreel photographer for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Jacino, who was
struck in the foot by a steel splinter, was the only one in the jeep
who was injured.
Twenty-one of the 22 men wounded by the grenade were taken to a
hospital, where attaches said that
all wounds were from grenade fragments and none from bullets.
Three of the American soldiers
were returned to duty in the afternoon. Three others—Pfc Edward
Jaftrenski, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Cpl. Conrad B. McMahon, Hickory,
N. C.. and Pvt. Frank Mortimer,
Brookfield, Pa.,—were confined to
Leaving the White House, Count
their quarters after medical treat- Carlo Sforza
tips his hat to the
ment. None of them were reported
press after visiting President Truman.
The former Italian foreign
seriously injured.
minister emphasized that he favorCivilians Injured
ed indemnity to nations which had
Military authorities said that a suffered material losses in the war
number of demonstrators in the as a result of Italian fascist agcrowd were wounded by the fire gression. Count Sforza was in exile
of the police and the Americans, in the U. S. for 3 years. (Internabut that the number could not be tional)
were
because they
determined
taken to their homes instead of
MORE ABOUT
to hospitals.
Police jumped into the crowd as
soon as the grenade was thrown
and hauled out two men. A British
FROM PAGE ONE
officer announced later that one
had been definitely identified as
in the interest, then he would be
the man who threw the grenade.
inclined to favor it. He said he exHe was said to be a pro-Yugoslav
pressed the opinion several months
resident of Trieste. His name was
ago that the idea might be a good
During the demonstration the one.
crowd jeered and spat at the solTestimony at the first hearing of
not disclosed.
diers, shouting "Nazi” and "Fas- the committee in Raleigh last week
will be extremely valuable to the
cist.”
“Go back where you came from!” War department in making improvements “both in the justice
they cried.
Earlier in the day some Italian and efficiency of military courts
residents of Trieste had erected justice first and efficiency second.”
He complimented Col. William T.
signs saying that if Allied authorities permitted Yugoslav demonstra- Joyner, Raleigh attorney, on the
tions to be held during the day the way the hearing was conducted
“Italians will hold the Allies re- and the manner in which it brought
sponsible for all trouble there- out free expression of a full crossafter.” Crowds of Yugoslav youths section of the Army, from enlisted
defaced these and other Italian men as well as line and legal officers. He added that he particularsigns.
Italian crowds still were milling ly was pleased that the committee
in the streets at 7:30 p. m., hooting had the benefit of the experience
at Allied patrols who toured the and counsel of Josephus Daniels,city to prevent more demonstra- former secretary of the Navy.
tions and at groups of Slovenes
and communists on the streets.
MORE ABOUT
Area On Alert
The demonstrations and violence
had been expected by Allied com- j
FROM PAGE ONE
manders in view of the steady deterioration of relations with the
Yugoslavs, and the entire Trieste that tax-supported agencies in the
area had been placed on the alert.
community are set up to meet the
Trieste was declared off limits needs of this
group of persons.”
to all Allied soldiers except those
Mrs. Emma D. Howell is execuon
police duty and all liberty
tive secretary of the society which
were
cancelled for the
passes
was organized early in March by
American sailors on three United
•the Wilmington Community council,
States warships in Trieste harbor
as the first of a series of organizathis morning.
tions the council of post-war living.
Officials estimated that some
Its establishment here was rec2,000 Yugoslavs and pro-Slovenes,
ommended by the State Department
many of them living outside Trieste
of Welfare last
year as a necesinfiltrated the city for the planned
of healthy
sary
implementation
demonstrations in honor of the
community family life.

ROYALL

—

years

FAMILY

Mrs. Howell assumed direction of
the society after three years as
the wartime secretary of the New
Hanover ped Cross’s home Service

department.

MORE ABOUT

ago.

The charge of hostile acts against
the Yugoslavs in Zone B was issued
by the British 13th corps, commanded by Lt. Gen. Sir John A.
Harding. The corps includes the
American 88th division and the
British First and Sixth Armored
divisions.
It accused the Yugoslavs of interfering with Allied military vehicles, confiscating Allied property
and weapons, and interrupting Allied communications in violation of
the agreement for the occupation
of Venezia Giulia.
Lee In U. S.
Although issued by Harding’s
the charges undoubtedly
corps,
had the backing of the top Allied
military commanders in the Mediterranean theater. Allied Commander Lt. Gen. John C. H. Lee was
here a few days ago before he went
to the United States to confer with
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower and
Field Marshal Lord Montgomery.
MORE ABOUT
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"and

soon

We

have

spent billions rebuilding and
tling these lands.”
Charges Interference
Gomulka, who is president

reset-
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the
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will
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to conduct many minor peripheral
campaigns or one central cam-

paign.
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direct
The
American policy
would be to build up American
power at a selected point where,
if war comes, the Soviet Union
would from the outset be on the
defensive. That point is manifestly
in the Eastern Mediterranean in
the direction of the Black Sea. For
at that point American sea and
air power can be brought within
reach of the vital center of Russia, and can, therefore, most surely
counteract the striking power of
the Red Army. There it would be
feasible for the United States, employing the kind of force with which
we are best equipped, to redress
the balance of power which has
been radically upset by the demobilization of the western land
armies, by the enfeeblement of Europe, by the disunity of China, and
by the reorganization of the British

Empire.
Any policy designed to check
the expansion of a mighty world
power entails grave risks, and the
direct policy certainly entails grave
risks. But if it is adopted openly,
and is explained clearly to the
Soviet government and to the
world, and is applied resolutely, it
can lead us back to direct negotiations with the Kremlin on the
great questions of power which now
divide us. They are whether Germany is to be neutralized and pacified or is to be sought as an ally;
whether the British Empire is to
be transformed peaceably or dissolved violently, whether the civil
war in China is to become an international war.
*

*

*

These are the questions we have
to discuss and settle with the rulers of the Kremlin if there is to
be any sense of security in the
world, and the beginnings of peace.
For twelve months, indeed since
shortly before the death of President Roosevelt, we have had what
amounts to a suspension of diplomatic relations on all the funda^
mental questions. But diplomatic
discussions of these questions must
be brought about or these questions will in the end lead to war.
To bring it about we must want
the discussion so much that we are
willing to take the risk of acting
to convince the Russians that their
power and our power are in balance at a point, which is so vitally
important, that it is no longer possible to evade negotiation.

.'Continued From Page One),
with many babies. Some of the
men wore service uniforms.

carrying
They came on foot,
suitcases, or in taxis with household goods. Furniture vans jamthe street. Denis Goodwin,
Communist
official of the
an
party’s London district, told remed

porters:

tiled lavatories and two tiled bathrooms, with no kitchen.
But many were delighted by
the accomodations. M. C. Murphy,
a war veteran who brought nothing with him but two army
blakets, said:
“I heard about this on five minutes’ notice and decided to take
a risk. My wife
she’s expecting
a baby
and our four children
will come over tomorrow.
two
“We’ve been
living in
basement rooms, dirty and always full of fumes from a restaurant on the floor above. Here we
have four rooms and a bathroom.”
Besides Rosen, several counciland other
lors from Kensington
the moving-in
boroughs directed
—

—

have been
waiting long
enough for places such as this to
be taken over for housing the
action
homeless. We
hope the
action taken Sunday by 1,500 Londoners will call attention to the
existance of places such as these.”
“We

“After repairs and redecoraticns
had been carried out by the ministry of works,” said Harry Rosen,
a member of the Stepney Borough
council, “it was to be handed back
to the owners and let as luxury
flats at minimum rentals of ten
guineas ($42) a week.”

operations.
Five-year-old

No Kitchens
One family of three found itself
occupying two small rooms, three

Graham,
with her
in a four
room flat
parents and two brothers, said
the basement in which they formerly lived was flooded recently.
“Mummy’s chest is very bad.”
Sylvaia said, “and the water in
the house was coming over her
ankles as she did the work. She
was getting very ill.”
Squatters began trying to get
the restaurant in the apartment
until
building
they
operating
could set up cooking facilities in
the flats.
Trucks Bring Tea
Army trucks from Kensington
barracks brought huge urns of tea
and coffee to the squatters while
police organized its distribution.
By early evening most families
has settled down for the night,
some sleeping in camp beds they
had brought along, others on the
floor. Men formed a “local government” to ask the Borough council tomorrow for gas and cooking
facilities.
One of the buildings taken over
was a block of 60
flats in Weymouth street,
formerly occupied
by American forces who left behind supplies of coal, coke and
firewood
enough, one squatter
said, “to see us all comfortably
through the winter.”
In this building there were more
flats than squatters and some families had five rooms with tile
bathrooms and kitchens.

MORE ABOUT

MORE ABOUT

WALKOUT

SURVEY

FROM PAGE ONE

FROM PAGE ONE

A. G. Vickery, one of the squatters, wore full battle dress with
from France,
campaign ribbons
North Africa, Burma and Italy.
He said:
“I

back to find by wife
living with our two children in
one
room, doing her cooking on
a gas ring. After serving throughout the war, I expected more than
this.
“I came home on a week-end
pass and was told of this operation. O van was sent by the people
organizing the move. They brought
all our furniture here.
“It was one of the best-planned
operations I ever saw and certainly the one I enjoyed the most.”
Like, many of the other squatters, Vickery came
from East
London
were Rosen, a
leftwing
came

leader, organizing

fore the

a

rent strike be-

war.

A minisery of works caretaker.
A. J. Bourne, warned the squatters that most of them would not
find any cooking or washing facilities, and some of the families
left when they found they could
not

set

up

housekeerrng

Sylvia

about
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costs.

of the
communist-backed Polish Workers’
party, one of those in the government bloc, accused both Britain
and the United States of interference in Polish affairs.
Seated on the speakers’ platform
with him were leaders of other
parties, but none from Mikolajczyk’s party, sole opposition to
the government bloc.
Gomulka said he was astonished
that Byrnes had the "audacity even
to give the Germans the hope”
that their sastern border could be
revised “while the stench of death
of the Nazi victims of the last war
still hovers over Poland.”
He said that Poland "was not going to be a football to be kicked
around again,” referring to the
1939 partition which he blamed
mostly on Germany.

won

Don’t Want War
and Mrs. Cecil Edge, of Elizabeth“We would
rather have open
town, and Mrs. Dickson Marshall,
of Wallace; and two brothers, John enemies than masked ones and we
and Floyd Cross, of Elizabethtown. don’t want to be the same rabbits
Coleman, an Army Pfc during the as in 1939, when England did not
the help us,” he said. "We don’t want
war, is survived by his widow,
former Miss Grace Priest, and two more wars and we don’t want to be
small children, of Elizabethtown, devoured by German dogs.”
Gomulka said Poland did not
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dexter
C. Coleman, Sr., of Elizabethtown; have many friends but that the
Hobbs greatest friend of all was the Soviet
and four sisters, Mrs. Floyd
of Wil- Union, "with which Poland is
and Mrs. Juanita Chapman,
joinof ed by the
sacrifice of blood.”
mington, Mrs. C. D. Pickerell, EuWhitevile, and Mrs. Norman
There is no federal law
banks, of Fayetteville.
forbidtwo dmg the
total destruction of coins
Funeral services for the
later.
their
by
owners.
fliers will be announced

A

1?ln*

Leaders of 25
Chicago and Mil
waukee locals of the union
dem
ed that the government
take m

!

the

meat

packers

th!

industry asserting
staging a

“poiiti?

are

sit-down strike” to defeat
the
storation of meat price
controls

nric!

guarantee the farmer a fair
for his cattle, the consumer
an ade
quate supply of meat at
prices and the worker a
steady
job under decent wage and working
6
conditions.”

reasonable'

Chicago
made

a

housewives
run

Saturday

butcher shops
cleaning out most of them of ali
available fresh meats.
Buying also
was heavy in New York
city, where
on

shortages already were apparent
chops and steaks.

in some stores in
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the Association of American s.t it
up in some more centralized
Railroads that 5,000 freight cars, location where it can be
used in the
The alternative ta a direct Ameridesparately needed for food and county
declared.
can-Soviet policy is the indirect grain
jurvey
.figUamy
were
tied
The'
shipments,
The Shipyard machinery is deup.
policy which, thus far at least, we AAR reported that
carloadings signed to take four by five inch
have been following. It is to wage were off 2,500 a
day due to the em- pictures, which are three dimendefensive diplomatic war by supbargo on port shipments.
sional in scope. The association’s
porting wherever they appear govUnion heads said the strike was clinic is currently using equipment
ernments, parties, factions and perthe greatest in maritime history from the old Red Cross sanitarium,
sons who are threatened, or can
make out a claim to be recognized and would be iha biggest of any which takes a two-dimensional, 14
kind unless it was settled soon. by 17 inch picture.
as opponents of Communism and
The N. C. Ship machine is not
the Soviet Union. We must ask They warned that it not only would
American
ourselves whether this policy, which help every
ship but only more accurate as to diagnosis,
From rtie Novel by Anya Selan
spread to foreign vessels. but the smaller films it uses cost
is certainly not succeeding very would
1
Extra
The threat of a nationwide sym- only one-eighth as much as those
well, can he expected to succeed.
Cartoon
Goofy
for
needed
the
association’s
presTo confront Russia directly with pathy strike of all organized labor
•
ent
equipment.
raised by Port Agent Paul
a concentration of American power was
Shows 11:10—12:62—2:54
The association plans to go ahead
under American command is one Hall, of the Seafearers Interna4:56—6:58—9:00
with its survey even if the equiptional
union
thing. It is quite another thing to
(AFL), but was
ment it seeks cannot be obtained,
confront Russia
with dispersed promptly scotched by Philiy Pearl,
Bellamy said.
American power in the service of spokesman
AFL
for
President
“Even without the new equipEAST TIMES TODAY!
a
heterogeneous collection of un- William Green.
ment, New Hanover county has an
stable governments and of conHall said a general strike would
excellent year-round chest clinic,
tending parties and factions which result if the government
happen to be opposed to the Soviet ed to operate any of theattempt- available to every citizen free of
IN A HEW ADVENTURE
i j
strike- charge, he pointed out.
Union. Direct action involves the bound
ships. Pearl countered, how2,062 Films
risk of how the Rusians will react. ever, that
the “scarcehead of a
“Since the first of January, 1946,
But indirect action, which means
general strike is ridiculous on its
this clinic has taken 2,062 chest
reinforcing, subsidizing and sec- face and has no
basis in fact.”
x-ray filrps. These pictures have
onding the undisciplined members
been taken, not only of patients,
of a loose coalition, entails the
UNIONS TURN DOWN
suspects and contacts of persons
additional risk that we cannot deTRUCK PEACE OFFER
with tuberculosis, but also routine
termine what our allies, partners
and proteges will do, as we lend
pictures of all obstetrical patients,
NEW YORK .Sept. 8
(JP)
domestic servants and restaurant
them our support, with the power Hope for a
quick end to the New
workers.”
which we have put at their dis- York
trucking tieup faded Sun“Regular clinic hours are mainposal.
day when striking drivers and
helpers refused to vote on a com- tained on Monday and Thursday
A policy of lend-leasing Ameri- promise
but special clinics can
proposal to end the walk- mornings,
can power and influence to an anti- out.
be obtained by any group of persons
Soviet coalition means that we do
or organizations on request to the
Twenty-five
thousand
drivers
not deal directly with Moscow but and
helpers are on strike in the association or the Health department.
indirectly via London, Chungking, New York
metropolitan area and
“For example, we have been
Rome, Athens, Cairo and Tehran. operators of several
hundred food
This policy, which entrusts to others
maintaining such a special clinic
stores plan to close
their shops service for the teachers
the keys to peace and war, is this
of New
week unless the walkout
ends. Hanover
bound to arouse the maximum recounty. The clinic will be
The union men who
refused to open to teachers
sistance of the Soviet Union. It will
every afternoon
vote on the
compromise
were this week
see it as'the organization of a coaliexcept Friday.”
members of Local
807, Internation war. And yet for us it offers
“This service has proved extional Brotherhood of
Teamsters
no prospect of a reasonably prompt
ceedingly valuable not only in deand Chauffeurs (AFL).
No date tecting
decision. For it will take a long
unsuspected cases of tuwas set for another
time to restore Europe, unify China
meeting. The berculosis, but bone malformations
union
claims 12,000 members and and
and reorganize the British Empire.
certain heart irregularities pre13,000 members of several
other viously unknown to the
Our object in checking the ex- unions
patient.”
have
joined the strike in
Seals Pay Part
pansion of the Soviet power is to
or
sympathy
to
win
contract
China
and
the
British
give Europe,
Bellamy expressed hope that the
changes for themselves.
as'sociation could obtain the maEmpire the time, the freedom from
terial new equipment it seeks, but
interference, and the opportunity,
PITTSBURGH FACES
to solve their enormously complipointed out that “we have a good
blackout tonight
cated problems. The coalition polichest x-ray service in our county
LAST TIMES TODAY
cy puts the cart before the horse.
PITTSBURGfl, Sept. 8 _(£>)_ available to every citizen and proIt is an attempt to solve their prob- int
highly industrialized Pitts- vided by the local tuberculosis aslems- in order to check the Soviet
sociation and the Health departarea Sunday
expansion. The real need, however,
ltS
ment and paid for in large measPower
and
light
is to check the Soviet expansion in shutdown se.COnd
within a year as an in- ure through the proceeds of Christorder that their problems, which
mas seal sales.”
°f
DutJuesne
invite the expansion, may be settl- Light Co
with KANE RICHMOND
c
empl°yes
set
a
;
long- Vitamin E prevents
ed peaceably.
threatened strike for
in
rancidity
•
*
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BERNADENE HAYES
Monday mid- lard, butter, dried milk, and chocoExtra
It is most important, I submit,
late.
a
that in conducting this great cam- 500 000
strike.mmight affect 1,- —
Cartoon
500,000 persons
Comedy
an 817
paign we do not make the fatal
square
ClUd!ug
scores
which
of
we avoidsmall
strategic mistake,
ndustrial communities
ed during the war, of mortgaging
adjacent
C6nter which receive
our
and exhausting our their
power
their electric power
strength in minor theaters where the
supply from
Duquesne Light Co.
no decision of the main issues can
★
and Tomorrow ★
be had. The pressure for support
Storj
A Great Outdoor
■
is persistent, strong and appealing. problem: let us pray that
we shall
On The Screen:
be
wise enough.
We must not, however, confuse our
__
"THE
The undertaking is so
interest in cooperating with free
serious
men to construct a free world with that we do not dare to
Now
disperse our
the immediate and urgent problem effort. We must not lose
Technicolor!
In
sight of
of world politics, which is to halt the main object. We must
With
not beMcCrei
Joel
the expansion of the Soviet empire come entangled in remote
★
2nd
Hii
★
or inBarbara Bruton
and to bring about a negotiated direct disputes. Or we
shall be
settlement of the conflict of power. sucked from one bad situation
into
Since this is a problem of power, another, until at last there
is no
-rf
TOMORFOW
we cannot delegate it to our friends, way out
except a war of annihilapartners and allies, but must deal tion.
“DEADLINE AT DAW
(
With
with it ourselves. We alone are
(Copyright, 1946, New Fork
Paul Lu
Susan Hayworth
■rj-us: "LATE NEWS
strong enough to deal with the
Tribune, Inc.)
*

*

*
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They said nationalization of' th.
industry was the only wav "?

_

several decoraHe
charged that Byrnes was
tions during the war aa a staff aware of a big anti-Polish movesergeant with the Army Air Corps ment In the British and American
and was adjutant of Elizabeth- zones of Germany, and said Poland
town’s Veterans of Foreign Wars wanted no Polish soldiers abroad to
The
post, is surved by his parents, Mr. enlist in the British army.
and Mrs. W. D. Cross, of Eliza- British are offering enlistments to
bethtown; four sisters, Mrs. Claude the Polish corps of Gen. WladyMcDuffie, Mrs. Marion DeVane, slaw Anders.

"THERE'S STILL C

MORE

1,500 Londoners Take
Over 300 Apartments

—--

GETTING YOU DOWN?

Sponsored By

FROM PAGE ONE

FROM PAGE ONE

S GETTING UP NIGHTS
Thousands say famous doctor’s
discovery gives blessed relief from
irritation of the bladder caused by
excess acidity in the urine

UPPMANN

YUGOSLAV

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 8
(A5)
The Motion Picture asociation announced Sunday that it had revoked its certificate of approval
for Howard Hughs’ picture “The
Outlaw.”
Joseph I. Breen, director of the
Production Code administration in
Eric
the
Johnson
office, said
Hughes was informed by registered letter that he had “failed to
comply with a condition of the
certificate of
approval requiring
him to submit to the association
all advertising and publicity material used to exploit the picture.”
Breen said Hughes violated another condition of the certificate
“in using advertising and publicity
material ‘unapproved’ by the as- partisan
anniversary.
sociation.”
The crowd dispersed after the
shooting and grenade explosion on
and a procession of pro-Slovenes
with wreaths marched to the cemetery in the San Giacomon district
to honor partisans who fell three
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